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Changes!
Conventions Etc!
Some Interesting Pictures!
And Finally!
Changes are inevitable. Each year, each season, each day we see changes. They are in the
land around us. The corn that was planted in the late spring is now turning brown. The soybeans
have not turned yet, but they will, and if you closely look at the lawns and the trees, the color of green
is changing. Light green leaves of spring are turning dark green and will eventually turn to the
yellows, reds and browns and late fall and winter.
On the Chesapeake and Lake Erie Railroad the trees and grass do not change colors, but a lot
of them have been removed, removed to make way for changes in the layout.
Mary gave me the idea for opening portion of this
newsletter after we had spent an “after the run session”
evening at Pops Pizza. She noted how John Roskamp
had changed and grown. And he should, since he is
now a sophomore at Western Illinois University at
Macomb. If you think he hasn’t changed check this
picture. It is from an open house several years back.
Match this photo with one on page 3.
One of the nice things about digital photos is that
each one carries the date information with it. This was
th
our open ho use December 8 , 2000. There is another change in this picture. The smiling face in the
center just to the right of the brewery is the late Jerry Kemner, the designer of the C&LE.
Speaking of changes, there is a big change to the club layout. You all know we have removed
what for years was the section known as Benezette. It was an industrial complex with lots of switching
opportunities; however its replacement should have almost an equal opportunity for switching since it
will be the steel mill comple x. If you do not readily see the work it will generate, just add these up.
Incoming traffic includes Coke which be generated at the site of the former Keating passenger yard,
then iron ore will be brought by rail from the Ashtabula docks after being shipped in by barge. A third
item needed in the production of steel is gravel, also shipped in from off site. In addition the complex
will require shipments of scrap steel, other chemicals used in steel production, and out-going
shipments include finished products, by-product chemicals, and shipments of ‘slag’ which is used in
road building and some building construction.
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Another portion of Benezette that had to go was the original backdrop at the end of the club
room. Barb Stoll, Jim Keller, and Gary Roe combined efforts to install a new backdrop, 2’ by 16 feet
that curves behind the town of Driftwood. This is the second use of cut-out buildings on the layout.
The first is at Montmorenci (the victim of the great flood).

From top to bottom;
The first is the
corner
above
Portland Mills. In the
center is Benezette
to Driftwood, and the
bottom is of course
behind Driftwood. A
great job Barb, Jim,
and Gary. Thanks.
There is another change facing the club. Priscilla and Hank Murray held our annual picnic and it
was great fun as always. While we have all had a great time there, it does take a lot of work and Hank
has said it will have to be the last one at their home. No they are not moving but it is just more than
they can handle. Cilla, Hank and Phil, there are not enough ways to say thank you to pay you back
for the happy hours we have had with you. It has been a wonderful way to end the summer and enjoy
the company of our members in a purely social way. Your backyard, model railroad, pool and
generosity has been a real pleasure for all of us. Thank you !!!!!
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Pictures from the annual club picnic/
Left to right; The
Murray family: Phil, Hank
and Priscilla.

(L-R) Max and John Roskamp facing the
camera and Justin with his back to the
camera. At right Mary Effrein and Ed Dietrich,
and in the background Hank and George
Effrein.

(L-R) Yvonne and Van
McCullough, Cilla Murray,
Deb Roskamp, and Larry
Stoll, I think Barb is hidden
behind him.

This year marks the 75th anniversary of the National Model Railroad Association. Had it not been
for the NMRA a lot of what we enjoy would not have been possible. I’m not trying to get you to join the
NMRA, I just think you need to say a quiet thank you for what the organization has done.
For instance when the first convention was held in Milwaukee the modelers on the east coast
couldn’t run their trains on layouts in Milwaukee. The gauge was not the same, the voltage may not
have been the same and there may have been other problems. One of the best things the NMRA
accomplished was the setting of many standards. It was not all easy because some modelers Page 3

objected strenuously to the standards proposals . However most of those standards have been
accepted easily. For example the DCC standards allow us to use any brand of decoders in an engine
on our Digitrax operated layout.
I appreciated the three conventions I attended. I always said I ne ver went on a tour where I did
not learn something. Certainly not every layout we visited was a 100% winner, but there is always
something to see and to learn. At Cincinnati l had a chance to spend a couple of evenings in the
presence of Dean Freytag, probably the leading modeler of steel mills. I learned a lot just sitting and
listening to him talk. Mac Fisher came back from the Milwaukee convention with weathering tip we
are using to dirty up the hot metal cars and slag cars for the steel mill.
Mac, along with Al Durand and Lou Arnold attended the 75th along with Dave Irick and his
lovely wife. Dave was working in the model judging rooms and was on the committee judging the
overall appearance of each entry. Linda Irick presented a clinic on the Harvey Girls, the young ladies
who worked in the Fred Harvey restaurants.
Mac came back with around 75 photos from tours. I have selected one of the layouts because
it is really huge and almost perfect. And it should be since a number of members are from both
Kalmbach publishing and Walthers company.
The layout has been created by a club that is called the North American Prototype Models. It is
a walk -in type and is 50 by 75 feet. The layout operates on NCE Digital and is HO scale. The club has
set it in the 1960s and it is about 60% scenicked. Some of the track work is still being completed
including a huge round house and engine facility.

I’m not sure how long the mainline is but this may give you an idea of it’s size.
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All main line is dual track. The club also spent several thousand dollars to have a professional
electrician install lighting. It features multiple 8 foot flourescent strips hidden behind a plastic diffuser.
Mac says there are absolutely no shadows on any of the layout including no scenery shadows.

More of the dual main with a branch line underneath. Look at the expanse of water with some white
caps on it and the length of the bridge over it with a healthy approach.
Now this is what I call
a real train shed. I counted
six tracks under the shed,
one to the left of it, and an
eighth track off to the left in
the picture.
This was featured in
Model Railroader but I do not
remember when.

I get jealous when I see something this large, but the n immediately I question the dues and
club structure. I also am amazed at how clean most clubs keep their layout rooms. That is something
we could take a page from. You’ll have to ask Mac for more information about the other trips. Maybe
we could encourage him to bring the pictures to a club night and take a look at all of them. Page 5

Upper left: that’s Al trying to determine if it will fit in his basement, or will he need to dig a bigger
basement. Note the long freight house adjacent to the train shed. The switching opportunities are
terrific. Upper right; the head house of the station is fully illuminated and scenicked with figures and
seats and benches.

Lower left: guess what they used to build the head house? Right Lego’s! They had hoped to find all
the same color, but couldn’t get enough white so they put it together then painted the whole thing
white and green. Lower right: interior of the station gives us an excellent idea of the details this club
used on its layout. I know there are arguments pro and con for using figures that are in action. Dave
Scharnhorst’s Big River modules show static scenes such as the two guys playing checkers on a
picnic table. The C&LE has people walking down the streets of Keating and has four railroad workers
seated in the Keating yard discussing the day’s work. These are examples of both motion and static
figures. It is up to you which you like, after all ‘it’s your layout build it the way you want.
I’ve seen layouts without any people at all and it was still a good layout. Then on the opposite
side there was the fellow in Kansas City who had the most fantastically detailed layout in the world
with even an operating drive in movie, a big bird circling above the layout, and a house that had a
removable first floor and a still in the basement. There were trains on the layout but none of them
moved. Strange maybe but that is what he liked.
Mac liked another layout built by Barb Rothwell. It features point to point operation around the
wall in a 48 by 29 foot room. DCC operated and can handle 15 operators. It was featured in 2009
Scales Rails. But Mac said it was fall scenery that he liked the most.
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These are two good photos of her scenery. At left her fall scenes have that almost distinct New
England look, and the one at right has shown how she makes even rocks more interesting with the
addition of a creeping flowering vine and multiple shades of the rocks and the loose dirt on top.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Another convention this summer was the National Railroad Historical Society in Scranton PA.
Jeff Heine attended and furnished me with some really good pictures. One of the highlights of the
week was a day long trip from Scranton to the Delaware Water Gap. Outbound the train was pulled
by a couple of restored DL&W RS-3s. The passenger cars were ex-commuter coaches from the
Central Railroad of New Jersey and the Lackawanna. One of the photo stops was at the town of
Tobyhanna (it’s hard to find open rural areas in PA). The car crews had difficulty with the towns’ folk.
They probably had no idea what a photo line was for. On the way back the train was pulled by
Steamtowns Canadian National 2-8-2 #3254 built by Canadian Locomotive works in 1917.
The
car
behind the
engine was
old when I
lived with
my folks in
New Jersey
in 1948-50.
I’m not sure
how good
they
are
now.
Jeff also spent a couple of days before the convention at East Broad Top narrow gauge
railroad, which is a real treat for anyone who has never been there. Pennsylvania has some unusual
town names most of them are derived from the Native American tribes that populated the state before
it became part of the U S. Those names are even seen on railroad sites.
Two of those are somewhat famous viaducts. The Starrucca viaduct at Nichols PA and the
Tunkhannock stone arch bridge. Both had tracks over them but do not now. The Tunkhannock has
the Lackawanna line over it. Its picture is on the next page.
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Below two restored D&H engines and the yard at Steamtown.

Thanks to Jim Keller, Mac Fisher and Jeff Heine for supplying most of the pictures in this
newsletter.
The executive committee decided to move the date to restart the once a month classes to
Friday October 8th. The subject follows the tree making clinic last spring and it is on how to plant trees
so they look like the real thing. A signup sheet is in the club room. The subjects for the next two
classes have not been set but the dates are Friday November 5 th and Friday December 3 rd.
Here is one way you can help with the Steel Mill project. We will need to build a medium sized
dump for scrap steel. The scrap is used in the electric furnace part of the operation. Items do not
need to be metal but they should look like metal scrap such as car bodies and parts, old steel from
buildings that have been demolished. Even plastic that looks like steel can be used. It will be painted
as old and rusty so don’t worry about the color. There will be a plastic sack hanging from the bulletin
board.
I want to thank Jim Keller for cleaning up under Benezette. All the old pieces of wood have
been stacked neatly off the floor but out of the way. Ed Dietrich is starting to install the sub-base out
of plywood and sometime after the first of the year we will begin to bring some of the completed Pg 8

buildings to the layout. Once we know how they and the tracks will fit, we will probably need just a few
small buildings such as an office, laboratory, fire station-rescue -ambulance building or a first aid
center.
How many times have you hoped for an
over and under shot at the crossing of two lines.
Jeff Heine got this picture on a recent trip to
Galesburg.
Okay so both lines belong to BNSF but it’s
still hard to get this type of picture.
He also got a picture I’ve been trying to get
for a long time ever since I found out Peoria and
Western had two repainted F units running in
western Illinois.
Here they are, actually three F units , two A’s
and as yet unpainted B sandwiched in between at
Good Hope, IL. Jeff said he seldom sees trains
there but just happened to be passing through the
town, and the grade crossing signals were
activated. He noticed some activity west of the
crossing and drove over to get a closer look. The
P&W was swapping trains with the Keokuk Jct.

Engineer Van McCullough’s got the
throttle almost all the way open and the
Johnson bar is set to give him the most speed
as he takes a wreck train to a derailment at
Johnsonburg.
Stan Maddox great black and white
enhanced photo shows the train passing
under the Emporium -Clarion Bridge. Hank has
given Van a clear railroad through Portland
Mills and the Montmorenci Y to clear up the
problem.

Don’t forget we have a fifth Friday this month and we would like to see all of you try to make it
to the operating sessions. Model Railroading Really is Fun and operating a layout as good as ours is
an extra pleasure.
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